CARDBOARD VIEWER TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS
Looking Through Dr. Jane’s Binoculars

Preparation
Viewing Street View imagery using Cardboard requires a smart phone with the either the Android App or
iOS App of Google Street View downloaded.
You will also need to build your cardboard! There are many kinds of viewers out there.
➢ If you have a Dodocase VR Popup viewer, visit vimeo.com/115213303 for an instructional video.
➢ If you have a Google Cardboard, visit cardboard.withgoogle.com for assembly instructions.

Instructions
When you open the App you can explore different places by:
● Featured - these are highlighted collections
of Street View images in different locations
● Explore - this lets you zoom and pan on the
map to see all Street View imagery in your
map view
● Search - this allows you to manually type in a
location
You will also see:
● Profile - this shows you any 360° photos you
have publically shared and their statistics
● Private - this shows you 360° photos you have
taken, but which are private to you and are
not shared publicly
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1. Navigate to Gombe National Park in Tanzania using Featured.
a. Click Featured
b. Pan and Zoom to where Tanzania, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Burundi meet,
you should see a red dot.

c. The Featured Collections will appear at the bottom, Gombe Tanzania should now be
towards the top of the Featured Collections.

d. Click on Gombe Tanzania to open up the Collection.
e. Following our Cardboard Binocular activity navigate using the image titles and then
click on the image to open the Street View.
i. For example, look through the images until you see one titled Jane’s House, and
click on this.
The image will open in full screen and you will be able to move around by swiping with
your fingers.
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Tap on the screen to see options.
Click on the cardboard binocular icon in the upper right-hand corner to switch the image
into the cardboard view mode.
2. Open the velcro cover on Cardboard and hold your phone
sideways with the top of the phone (where the camera is), on the
left side.
3. I nsert the phone into Cardboard by lining up the divide on the
inside of Cardboard with the black line between the images on
the screen.
4. C lose the Cardboard cover with velcro tabs.
5. T ake a look around Gombe and don’t forget to look up!
6. Click the back arrow, in the upper left-hand corner to navigate back to the main collection.
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